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Introduction 
u.s. high-level nuclear waste policy, as articulated in 
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWP A), relies on 
geologic repositories - storage areas beneath the earth's 
surface that hold sealed containers of nuclear waste for 
eternity. The 1987 amendments to this Act (mAA) 
designate Yucca Mountain, Nevada, as the sole potential 
repository site. In 1998, the government is scheduled to 
take stewardship of commercial wastes with the opening 
of an interim storage facility, representing a transfer of 
responsibility from private industry to the federal govern-
ment. A re-examination of U.S. high-level nuclear waste 
policy is warranted before this responsibility is assumed. 

Current policy mandates government assumption of a 
great economic burden and a reliance on a questionable 
storage method while raising heated political dissent in 
states where storage containers will be held. In contrast, 
this article recommends a policy which provides for safe 
storage of commercial and military waste, forces nuclear 
power companies to pay for their waste storage, passes 
on the least possible burden to future generations, and 
limits problems of political feasibility. This policy's rec-
ommendations are as follows: 

1. Continue storing those commercial wastes that 
are adequately contained on-site. At the same time, 
power companies will continue to pay into the nuclear 
waste fund that was created to provide funding for 
waste-siting. 1 

2. Move all military wastes and any unsafe commer-
cial wastes into govemment-owned, monitored, 
and .. etrievable storage facilities (MRS). 

3- Eventually, move wastes stored on-site to MRS 
facilities. 
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4. Delay opening Yucca Mountain and expand the site 
selection process to consider other possible locations. 

5: Reintroduce state involvement in a voluntary site 
selection process. 

Admittedly, these recommendations might have the unin-
tended consequence of forcing some nuclear power plants 
to close. The burden of on-site storage combined with the 
waste fund tax couId make nuclear power unprofitable for 
power companies. John Castagna of the Edison Electric In-
stitute, a trade association of investor-owned utilities, claims 
that the plant closings caused by these rec~mmendations 
would cause a deep recession? However, Nicholas Lenssen, 
a research associate at the Worldwatch Institute, calls such 
claims "an idle threat" and refers to a study published in 
The Annual Report of the Sacramento Utilities Co. which 
shows that localities that have converted from nuclear pow-
er to other power sources receive a net economic benefit' 

While a discussion of the desirability or morality of 
nuclear power is outside this article's scope, the equity 
issues involved with transferring the burden of waste 
management from nuclear power companies to govern-
ment stewardship in 1998 are worth noting. 

Background 
The nuclear age has presented policy-makers with the 
uniquely perplexing problem of nuclear waste. This prob-
lem is particularly vexing due to its long-term nature. For 
example, plutonium-239, a common by-product of nuclear 
i1ssion, has a half-life of 24,400 years and is dangerous to 
humans for 250,000 years.4 Thus, policy-makers confront 
problems with nuclear waste that will have effects lasting 
longer than the recorded history of humankind. To put this 
in perspective, imagine an official of Rome, a civilization 
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that existed a mere (by the time scale of nuclear waste) 
2,000 years ago, trying to make land-use decisions based 
on consequences extending into the 20th century. Clear-
ly, nuclear waste presents a demanding challenge to to-
day's policy-makers. 

In the United States, nuclear wastes come from two sources: 
nuclear weapons production and conunerdal nuclear 
power generation. Although nuclear weapons production 
was curtailed with the end of the Cold War, a great deal of 
military waste already exists at sites such as Hanford, 
Washington, and Rocky Flats, Colorado. As of 1990, the 
nuclear power industry had generated an estimated 21,800 
metric tons of high-level nuclear waste.s Most of this waste 
takes the fonn of spent fuel, which is stored in cooling 
ponds on the grounds of nuclear power plants. On-site 
storage areas are feasible only as a short-tenn option and 
are beginning to reach capadty.6 Clearly, the u.s. needs a 
policy that addresses this situation. 

Beginning in the 1960s, government offidals and scientists 
gave serious thought to long-term waste management. 
Gradually, consensus around the concept of geologic 
repositories resulted in passage of NWPA, which set out 
guidelines for selection of a repository site and manage-
ment of wastes that included consideration of five site 
locations, selection of three sites for serious examination, 
creation of a nuclear waste fund fmanced through a 
per-kilowatt-hour tax on electricity generated by nuclear 
power plants, and involvement of localities in choosing 
a site. In 1987, NWPAA anointed Yucca Mountain as the 
sole repository site for characterization (the study of a 
site's technical suitability). However, fierce local opposi-
tion and technical uncertainty have delayed the Yucca 
Mountain opening date from 2000 to 2010 and beyond.' 

Analytical Limits and Assumptions 
First, a discussion of the desirability or morality of nuclear 
weapons or nuclear power is outside this paper's scope 
due to the assumption that these technologies are here to 
stay.s Included in this assumption is the idea that "clean-
er" nuclear fusion is unlikely to be a viable power source 
in the foreseeable future. 

Second, reprocessing (using breeder reactors ~o multiply 
a small amount of spent fuel into a self-sustaining 
supply of fuel) is not a desirable course of action and 
will not be considered. This "recycling" process creates 
two problems: the "increase of volume waste by 160 
fold" and the proliferation of nuclear weapons.9 
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'Third, waste will be considered from a U.S. perspective. 
Many commentators have argued that the management of 
wastes should be considered an international problem 
(one of the benefits of such an approach being the avoid-
ance of "not in my backyard" (NIMBY) problems).lo How-
ever, this analysis will not take an international approach 
because such a strategy is likely to delay resolving the 
waste problem and get bogged down with the question 
of nuclear proliferation. Also, the assertion that internation-
alization would ameliorate rather than exacerbate the 
NIMBY syndrome is questionable. 

Fourth, the decision by Congress to examine only five 
repository sites has limited the availability of technical 
data. Efforts to begin gathering data on an East Coast 
repository were stopped by political forces, narrowing 
the scope of examination.lI 

Criteria 
Given the limitations of these assumptions, this paper 

. will examine three competing policy alternatives regard-
ing nuclear waste. To facilitate this examination, the 
following four criteria have been developed: 

1. Effectiveness: Effe.ctiveness will be weighted more 
heavily than the other three criteria, which will be weight-
ed equally. Effectiveness is defined as the ability to contain 
radioactive waste without significant damage to human-
kind or the environment. This standard will be judged 
over a 10,OOO-year period. 

2. Cost: Two cost elements will be considered. First is 
the expense of storage facility construction. Second is the 
fadlity's economic detriment or benefit to the surrounding 
locality. For example, a locality might profit from the eco-
nomic activity of site construction. Part of the detrimental 
cost component will be stigma effects - the economic 
harm due to a locality's association with nuclear wastes. 

3. Political feasibility: The alternative will be evaluated 
for its likelihood of adoption and execution on the nation-
al, state, and locallevels.12 The national level will have 
greater bearing during the adoption phase and the state 
and local level greater bearing during execution. 

4. Intergenerational equity: This criterion was included 
in recognition of the problem's long-tenn nature. The 
policy should be fair to present and future generations. 

Options will be assigned a minus for poor, an N for 
neutral or a plus for good on each criterion. Further 
distinctions will be draWn by numerical rankings accord-
ing to desirability under each criterion. 
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Alternatives 
Three basic alternatives will be considered: on-site storage, 
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) and geologic repositories. 

Alternative #1: On-site storage means that spent fuel re-
mains in the cooling ponds of power plants. Spent fuel 
must be kept under water due to its extreme heat. Recent-
ly, utilities have started storing spent fuel on-site in dry-
cask containers. For military wastes, on-site storage would 
mean continuing to store wastes in casks at manufacturing 
sites. On-site storage represents the status quo alternative. 

Effectiveness: On-site storage is given a minus for effective-
ness. On a short-tenn basis, on-site storage represents a 
safe option for commercial wastes. However, when judged 
over the 10,OOO-year standard, serious problems emerge. 
Current Nuclear Regulatory Commission standards state 
"that spent fuel can be safely stored without significant en-
vironmental impact for at least 100 years, if necessary."I3 

Spent fuel exists in the fonn of uranium pellets stacked in 
fuel rods. Mary Olsen of the Nuclear Infonnation Resource 
Council, an anti-nuclear group, notes that one problem as-
sociated with long-term storage is that within 100 to 500 
years, these fuel rods will break apart and drop pellets to 
the bottom of the cooling pond or cask.14 The pellets could 
then "go critical" or start a meltdown. In recent years, trou-
bling evidence has come to light about the effectiveness of 
military storage techniques. For example, in 1992 when 
plant officials discovered leakage of 7,500 gallons of waste 
at the Hanford plant, they were unable even to detennine 
when the leak occurred.'5 Thus, on-site storage of military 
waste is undesirable even in the short tenn. 

Cost: On-site storage is given a plus for costs for two reasons. 
First, on-site storage, representing the status quo, would not 
involve construction of any new fadlities. Second, wastes 
would be stored at facilities where they are produced so sur-
rounding localities would not bear any additional stigma costs. 

Political Feasibility: On-site storage is given an N for political 
feasibility. At the local level, this option represents the status 
quo and is not likely to produce more opposition than 
already exists. At the national level, this option is likely to 
be very unpopular with the nuclear industry because of the 
burden of storage costs. The industry would apply a great 
deal of political pressure against continued on-site storage. 

Intergenerational EqUity: On-site storage is given a minus 
for intergenerational equity. As shown under the effec-
tiveness criterion, on-site storage could only prOmise 
containment in the short tenn for commercial waste and 
not at all for military waste. After on-site storage reliability 
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breaks down, the burden of cost and containment both 
will have passed to another generation. 

Alternative #2: Monitored, retrievable storage (MRS) 
represents the interim storage measure scheduled to begin 
in 1998. The MRS option ships wastes to an above-ground 
government storage facility where they are monitored for 
safety. The wastes are held in cylinders that contain m,any 
redundancies of concrete and steel. Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 
originally was chosen to serve as an MRS Site, but strong 
political opposition canceled these plans. Currently, the 
government is searching for a new site, with most efforts 
concentrated on fInding a Native American tribe willing to 
accept the wastes. The Mescalero Apaches of New Mexico 
have received $300,000 in grants to explore the possibility 
of hosting an MRS site.16 According to Maureen Conley of 
the Office of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator, three other 
tribes are considering an MRS facility: the Skull Valley 
Goshutes of Utah, the Fort McDennitt Paiute-Shoshone of 
Oregon and Nevada, and the Tonkawas of Oklahoma.17 

'While some proponents of Yucca 
Mountain maintain that the 

earthquake helped verify 
seismological models that prove 
the site is secure, the presence of 

32 faults in the surrounding 
area raises serious concerns.J1 

Effectiveness: MRS is given an N for effectiveness. On a 
short-tenn basis, MRS effectiveness mirrors oD-site storage. 
MRS is ranked higher because it offers the option of mon-
itoring wastes and retrieving them if containment begins 
to break down over time. For example, a failing container 
could be placed inside a new container to ensure safety. 
Through such upgrades, MRS could possibly satisfy the 
10,000-year standard. One MRS drawback is the need to 
transport wastes from their current locations, which in-
volves a whole range of containment risks not associated 
with on-site storage. 

Cost: MRS is given a minus for cost. Building and trans-
porting a reliable storage container is very expensive. 
The intended facility location would gain a few employ~ 
ees to monitor the wastes, but these benefits would likely 
be canceled by the stigmatizing effects of proximity to an 
MRS site. In addition, MRS entails the long-term costs of 
mOnitoring the wastes. . 
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Political Feasibility: MRS is given a minus for political feasibili-
ty. While reaction is likely to be neutral at the national level, 
strong local opposition is expected. Citizens of Oak Ridge be-
lieved that, although MRS was meant as an interim measure, 
they were likely to be pennanently stuck with the wastes. 

Intergenerational Equity: MRS is given an N for intergenera-
tional equity. An MRS bonus is its ability to pass on only a 
small concern about containment safety. A drawback to MRS 
is that future generations would have to pay for continued 
waste monitoring and correction of containment breakdowns. 

Alternative #3: Three rock types have been considered for 
a geologic repository - salt, basalt, and tuff. Of five 
sites seriously considered under NWP A, three were in salt, 
one was in tuff and one was in basalt. NWP AA eliminated 
salt and basalt repositories from consideration and called 
for characterization of only the tuff site, Yucca Mountain. 

Tuff is a volcanic rock formed when volcanic ash settles 
and melts after an eruption. Yucca Mountain is in a dry, un-
inhabited area near u.s. nuclear weapon proving grounds. 
Yucca Mountain is part of the unsaturated zone - the part 
of the Earth's surface where water cannot move about 
freely and is held in place by capillary tension: (Basalt and 
salt sites rely on the rock type itself to keep wastes from 
enterir1g groundwater.) 

Effectiveness: Tuff/Yucca Mountain is given a minus for 
effectiveness for three reasons. First, Yucca Mountain is in a 
seismologically active area; a June 1992 earthquake near the 
site registered 5.6 on the Richter scale.18 Judy Treichel of the 
Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force notes that a Department 
of Energy (DOE) research facility on the site was damaged 
by the quake. $ While some proponents of Yucca Mountain' 
maintain that the earthquake helped verify seismological 
models that prove the site is secure, the presence of 32 
faults in the surrounding area raises serious concems.20 

Second, human intrusion in the distant future could 
result in the unintentional release of radioactivity. In a 
recent New York Times Magazine article, Kai Erikson lists 
mining and dam construction as two ways in which 
humans might intrude on the waste site. Although the 
DOE discounts such scenarios, Erikson notes that: 
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"It is hard to take much comfort from their calcula-
tions on this score since those calculations seem to 
be based for the most part on the assumption that 
the human future will be characterized by 20th-cen-
tury political structures, 20th-century living arrange-
ments, 20th-century thought processes and, most 
alanning of all, 20th-century technologies." 21 

Third, a dormant volcano lies just 12 miles away. Nicholas 
lenssen has pointed out that although donnant for 20,000 
years, ''volcanic activity could easily resume in the area be-
fore Yucca Mountain's intended lethal stockpile is inert" 2Z 

In Yucca Mountain's favor is its remoteness from groundwa-
ter (1,800 feet below) and human populations. Still, weigh-
ing various pluses and minuses gives Yucca Mountain an 
overall minus. 

Cost: Tuff/Yucca Mountain gets a minus for cost for two 
reasons. First, the cost of researching, mining and trans-
portation for any repository site is extremely high. Tuff is a 
hard rock fonn which further raises the costs of construc-
tion. Although land is not expensive near Yucca Mountain, 
it is difficult and expensive to build a repository given the 
hardness of tuff. Second, Nevada's economy is centered 
largely around gambling and tourism. The effects of a 
repository could particularly harm these industries. 

Political Feasibility: Tuff/Yucca Mountain gets an N for polit-
ical feasibility. At the national level, a general consensus has 
already grown around Yucca Mountain. Nevada's small con-
gressional contingent has failed to reverse this consensus. At 
the state level, opposition is strong, but there is some sense 
of ineyitability about the repository's eventual construction. 

~7f containment proved 
ineffective, . . . the generation 

that chose a geological repository 
would long be dead, leaving the 
burden to generations that had 

no say in the choice and no way 
to relocate the waste easily/' 

Intergenerational Equity: Tuff/Yucca Mountain gets a 
minus for intergenerational eqUity. While the costs of a 
repository would be bome primarily by the constructing 
generations, the reliability of radiation containment is trou-
bling. If containment proved ineffective, the breakdown 
costs most likely would be bome by future generations 
due to the long period of time necessary for radiation 
leaks to reach groundwater and enter the food chain. By 
that time, the generation that chose a geological repository 
would long be dead, leaving the burden to generations 
that had no say in the choice and no way to relocate the 
waste easily. As Kai Erikson wrote of future generations, 
"we are not taking the problem out of their hands so 
much as we are taking the solution out of their hands."~ 
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Ranking Process 
Ranking the various options to draw distinctions within 
the same rating level will be helpful. In explaining the 
ranking process, only those categories that received the 
same mark (minus, N, or plus) will receive comment: 

Effectiveness. The three options were ranked as follows 
for effectiveness: MRS, on-site, and tufflYucca Mountain. 
On-site storage ranked ahead of tufflYucca Mountain be-
cause it offered relatively secure short-tenn containment 
and did not involve waste transportation and related risks. 

Cost. 1be three options were ranked as follows for costs: 
on-site ranked fIrst and MRS and tufflYucca Mountain tied. 
Construction of an MRS facility was clearly cheaper than a 
geological repository, but the long-tenn costs of monitor-
ing an MRS facility likely would balance construction costs. 

Political Feasibility. The three options were ranked as 
follows for political feasibility: on-site, tufflYucca Moun-
tain, and MRS. On-site storage ranked ahead of tuff/ 
Yucca Mountain because it represents the status quo 
and is unlikely to arouse new waves of opposition. 

Intergenerational Equity. 1be three options were ranked 
as follows for intergenerational equity: l\.1RS, tufflYucca 
Mountain, and on-site storage. TufflYucca Mountain was 
chosen before the on-site location because, despite seri-
ous containment problems, this alternative at least avoids 
the on-site storage problem of passing economic costs to 
future generations. 

Boxscore 

Effectiveness 

Cost 

Political Feasibility 

Intergenerational Equity 

On-Site 
Storage MRS 

- N 

+ -
N -
- N 

Tuff/Yucca 
Mountain 

-
-
N 

-

Effectiveness Cost 

I.MRS 
2. On-site 
3. Tuff/Yucca Mtn. 

Political Feasibility 
1. On-site 
2. Tuff/Yucca Mtn. 
3. MRS 

1. On-site 
Tied.{ 2. MRS 

2. Tuff/Yucca Mtn. 

Intergenerational Equity 

. I. MRS 
2. Tuff/Yucca Mtn. 
3. On-site 
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Synthesis 
When examining different alternatives under the criteria 
it is striking how poorly each fared. Only one plus ratidg 
was assigned in the entire analysis and that went to on-site 
storage under the cost criterion. Under the most important 
criterion, effectiveness, MRS was the only alternative that 
did not receive a minus rating. This analysis shows the 
poverty of our present high-level radioactive waste policy. 
Several conclusions and recommendations can be drawn 
from this analysiS. . 

Overall, MRS, the top perfo1lller in terms of effectiveness 
(the most important criterion) and inter generational equi-
ty, appears to be the best option. For cost, this option 
was given a minus, but still ranked second. Only in 
terms of political feasibility did MRS rank: last. 

In addition to ranking first for both cost with a plus and 
political feasibility with an N, on-site storage showed 
short-tenn promise for effectiveness. The major faults of 
on-site storage are long-term effectiveness and intergen-
erational equity. 

The geological repository, tufflYucca Mountain, scored 
extremely poorly (receiving as a high mark an N for 
political feasibility) and represents the least effective and 
most expensive option. For intergenerational eqUity, 
tuff/ Yucca Mountain ranked ahead of on-site storage by 
not transferring economic burdens. Clearly, the central 
role Yucca Mountain plays in u.s. nuclear waste policy 
should be reconsidered. 

Given these facts, the following hybrid policy is 
recommended: 

1. Continue storing those commercial wastes that are 
adequately contained on-site. At the same time, power 
companies should continue to pay into the nuclear waste 
fund: If the government takes stewardship, the cost of 
monitoring waste and cleaning up any containment 
breakdown would be, in effect, a taxpayer-funded liabili-
ty. In contrast, under this recommendation power com-
panies must bear storage burdens. 

2. Move all military wastes and any unsafe commercial 
wastes into a government-owned MRS facility, ensuring 
containment of the greatest short-term risks. A hint 
at where to locate such facilities comes from Sweden 
which has located an interim facility "adjacent to an 
existing reactor, in recognition that communities with 
the experience of hosting a nuclear plant tend to be 
more willing to accept waste storage facilities:'2~ 

, 
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3. Eventually move wastes stored on-site to the MRS 
facility. This step will ensure that on-site wastes are 
moved before expiration of the short-term containment 
value of on-site storage. In the meantime, sufficient funds 
should have accumulated in the nuclear waste fund to 
pay for expansion of the MRS facility and to help future 
generations cover the costs of monitoring. 

4. Delay opening the Yucca Mountain repository and 
reopen the site selection process so that data on other 
potential sites can be gathered . .As prospects of opening 
Yucca Mountain have dimmed, some scholars have begun 
noting that "no compelling reason currently exists for siting 
a permanent repository at an early date."zs By keeping 
wastes on-site and at MRS facilities, the policy will be 
adaptable if emerging technologies such as transmutation 
- a chemical process that transforms the wastes into less 
dangerous isotopes - prove promising in the future.26 
At the same .time, examining other potential repository sites 
will help ensure that a repository is chosen on merit rather 
than political expediency (as some have charged in the 
case of Yucca Mountain and NWP AA). 

5. Reintroduce state involvement in a voluntary siting 
process. Most commentators, regardless of their opinions 
about the technical merits of waste storage techniques, 
agree that the primary obstacle to u.s. waste policy is 
public unease with things nuclear.Z7 Opening up the site 
selection process to allow state involvement, as originally 
intended under NWP A, would begin to build public trust. 
One small step in this direction would be congressional 
reauthorization of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator whose 
office expires in 1995.28 

These recommendations are an improvement over current 
policy. They capitalize on the short-term merits of on-site 
storage and avoid early transference of a huge economic 
burden to the government. At the same time, they present 
it reasonable option to pay for construction of an MRS site. 

Another attractive feature of this policy option is that even 
its weaknesses - in the areas of intergenerational eqUity 
and political feasibility - are not severe. While this policy 
passes some of the nuclear waste burden to future genera-
tions, funding for monitoring wastes is provided. In addi-
tion, this policy offers greater flexibility than a geologic 
repository to change waste handling procedures. The po-
litical feasibility of any off-site storage was shown in the 
analysis to be poor; however, placing the MRS facility near 
existing nuclear facilities might lessen some opposition, as 
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in the Swedish experience. Additionally, this policy might 
appeal to anti-nuclear and environmental groups, given 
the costs borne by the nuclear power industry as noted in 
the introduction. 

When asked to comment on these recommendations, 
Edison Electric's John Castagna, believing that the site 
selection process was already fraught with bureaucracy 
and moved too slowly, said he was "very surprised."2? In 
contrast, Worldwatch's Nicholas Lenssen found these rec-
ommendations "more rational than the current process."3') 

In conclUSion, the difference between these policy recom-
mendations and the current u.s. policy is clear. Current 
policy involves the government's assumption of a great 
economic burden and reliance on a questionable storage 
method, while raising great political dissent in repository 
states. In contrast, these recommendations provide safe 
storage of commercial wastes, force nuclear power compa-
nies to pay for their wastes, ensure that military wastes are 
safely contained, pass on the least possible burden to 
future generations and limit problems of political feasibili~ 
ty. Therefore, the recommendations seem an improvement 
over present policy. 

Kai Erikson summarized the value of such an approach: 

Perhaps the Government should relax its insistence on 
immediate and irreversible burial and turn to forms of 

. storage that allow both continuous monitoring and 
retrieval. .In the face of all the doubts and uncertain-
ties that attend nuclear waste management, such a 
policy maximizes flexibility and keeps options open.~1 

Bob loux, executive director of the Nevada Nuclear 
Waste Project Office, echoed this sentiment, saying: 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has determined 
that waste can be safely stored above ground for at 
least a century. During that time we should institute a 
nationwide program to develop a safe and lasting so-
lution - a Manhattan Project in reverse, if you will.32 

These recommendations would require congressional 
action. Although Congress is reluctant to revisit the difficult 
issues of nuclear waste policy, Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-MN) 
has been circulating among his Senate colleagues a letter to 
President Clinton that calls for just such a re-examinatiop." 
Many of the concepts contained in the letter, such as greater 
state involvement in the siting process, are consistent with 
the recommendations contained in this analysis.'.! * 
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